
THE VACUUM HOLSTER™

THE ADVANCED DIESEL EXHAUST REMOVAL SYSTEM



HEALTHIER FACILITY
Ascent Systems source-capture products  
provide a cleaner and healthier environment 
for service technicians and personnel. As  
diesel and other harmful fumes are known 
to be a health hazard (see pg. 7), capturing 
and exhausting them before they can reach 
the breathing zone of personnel is a wise and 
responsible investment.

VERSATILE FOR DIVERSE FLEETS
Regardless of exhaust pipe location (high 
stacks or undercarriage), the Vacuum Holster 
is easy for service technicians to utilize. For  
vehicles with undercarriage exhaust, the 
tailpipe adapter clamps directly to the exhaust 
pipe; for vehicles with vertical stacks, an  
exhaust cane is placed over the stack and  
is connected to the tailpipe adapter.

Ascent Systems  
Emissions Removal  

Products 

a wise investment

MORE HIGH REACH SYSTEMS ON PAGE 6 MORE CUSTOM SYSTEMS ON PAGE 6
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1.  Under bridge cranes, the pivot boom with slide track 
offers outstanding coverage

2.  The advanced Apex Rail offers connection at variable 
locations along the length of the rail

3.  Facilities with a diverse fleet will benefit from the  
versatility of the Vacuum Holster

4.  Ultra High Capacity engines require 8” diameter hose, 
available in Vacuum Holster or conventional arrangements

5.  Service technicians at national fleets find the  
system very easy to use

6.  Facilities that service over-the-road vertical stack  
vehicles can be equipped with the High Reach System 

7.  For custom applications such as this training facility,  
Ascent Systems creates innovative solutions

8.  In new or retrofit applications, the Vacuum Holster  
is a fast and easy installation

APPLICATIONS

AFFORDABLE
Compared to conventional exhaust methods, 
the Vacuum Holster is an economical purchase.  
The Vacuum Holster uses the suction of the 
exhaust fan to assist exhaust hose storage. 
This eliminates the need to purchase devices 
such as hose reels or lifting balancers. Vacuum 
Holsters offer various fast and easy installation 
methods, saving time and reducing labor costs.  

EASY TO USE
The Vacuum Holster offers simple and  
innovative operation for the service tech.  
The hose is flexible and easy to maneuver, 
and the suction of the exhaust fan assists in 
retracting the exhaust hose. Exhaust canes 
enable technicians to connect to vertical 
stacks from ground level, without having to 
climb on vehicles or use ladders.  

SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN
Thanks to simplified design and quality 
components, the Vacuum Holster is a low 
maintenance product. If service is required, 
minimal labor time is required, as components 
are simple to access.
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“HOW IT WORKS” DEMO VIDEO  
AVAILABLE ONLINE 
www.ascentsystemsinc.com

HOW IT  
WORKS
STEP 1  EXTENDED HOSE

The open damper allows exhaust to
be evacuated and for the exhaust 
hose to be extended.

STEP 2  RETRACTING

The closed damper restricts the  
airflow and causes the exhaust 
hose to retract into the hose holster 
due to the negative pressure created  
by the exhaust fan.

STEP 3  STORED POSITION

At full retraction, the tailpipe adapter  
rests in the hose holster cradle—even  
when the exhaust fan is off.

Hose Holster

Exhaust Hose

Exhaust Fan

1 2 3

STANDARD SYSTEM

Damper Plate

Damper Handle

Holster Cradle

CROSS SECTION IN 
STORED POSITIONU.s. Patent number: 6,983,757   

canadian Patent Pending

ENERGY SAVINGS
The Vacuum Holster requires the damper to  
be closed for fan-assisted hose retraction.  
This prevents inactive hose drops from  
exhausting expensive conditioned air out  
of the facility (see page 7).

LARGE RANGE OF PRODUCTS
Most fleet facilities utilize systems with 6” 
diameter hose. High-capacity systems with 
8” diameter hose are available, as well as 
systems with 4” diameter exhaust hose for 
smaller cubic inch engines.a wise investment
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THE APEX RAIL SYSTEM
With the Apex Rail, the Vacuum 
Holster™ is mounted on a sliding 
trolley that can be moved along  
the length of the rail. This approach 
enables fewer hosedrops to cover 
the maintenance area. The Apex 
Rail provides the best appearance, 
flexibility, and functionality. 
 

BOOM ARMS
Recommended for applications with bridge 
cranes or other obstacles. Boom arms  
provide easy placement and movement 
around parked vehicles, as well as an  
extended reach (up to a 40’ radius)  
of coverage. The pivot provides 180º  
of rotation. The Vacuum Holster  
(or conventional hosedrop) is 
mounted on a trolley that 
slides back and forth along 
the length of the arm.  
Standard arms lengths 
are 10’, 15’, and 20’.  

RAIL SYSTEM

BOOM ARM

RAIL CROSS SECTION
The aluminum rail of the Apex  
Rail System maintains an airtight 
seal while allowing the trolley  
complete mobility.

Trolley

180º of Rotation

Slide Track

Trolley

PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE
The Vacuum Holster’s easy method of exhaust 
hose storage ensures no scattered or dangling 
exhaust hoses, creating a clean-looking and 
professional service area.

QUALITY, DURABLE COMPONENTS
From the tailpipe connection, through the 
exhaust hose, and to the exhaust fan with 
controls, quality components provide reliable 
service and excellent value.

CLEANER WORKING ENVIRONMENT
Not only does source capture of diesel fumes 
create a healthier workforce, but the interior 
surfaces of the facility remain cleaner, offering 
a more professional and pleasant place to 
work productively.
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OPERATION

Each High Reach drop includes a capture hood, exhaust hose, lifting  

device and a lifting pole. A cable is run from the winch, through pulleys, and 

to the High Reach hosedrop. To place the drop into service, the operator 

lowers the High Reach hosedrop into close proximity of the vertical stack. 

The operator uses an extension pole to place the capture hood on the stack. 

To take the system out of operation, the operator uses the extension pole to 

lift the capture hood off the vertical stack. Then the operator can raise the 

hosedrop using the lifting device.

OPERATION

For extra high exhaust volumes and/or temperatures, or for just a 

unique and challenging application, allow Ascent Systems to work 

with you for an effective solution.  We have worked on projects 

ranging from lawn mowers to jet turbine engines. 

HIGH REACH SYSTEMS

CUSTOM SYSTEMS 

APPLICATIONS

High Reach exhaust drops are designed for facilities that primarily  

service over-the-road trucks, where undercarriage exhaust pipes are  

rare. For facilities with undefined bays and a single entry and exit, High 

Reach drops are ideal because they can be raised overhead and do  

not get in the way of angled parking. 

Capture Hood with Lifting Pole

Manual Brake Winch Retraction  
Option or Spring-Rewind  
Lifting Balancer
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THE VACUUM  
HOLSTER™  
ACCESSORIES

The Vacuum Holster requires the service tech to close the damper in order to store the exhaust 

hose. Many other exhaust systems have no damper at all, or do not require it to be closed for 

storage. Over time, how much money is wasted by using an undampered system?

10 year comParison of incremental energy Usage - 12 Bay shoP 
Assumes 25% of hose drops are in use at a given time.

This self-contained Fleet 

Kit is easy and quick to 

install. It includes a plug- 

in fan, a Holster/Hose, 

and a Tailpipe Adapter.  

Available as either wall- 

mounted or ceiling-

mounted.

A HEALTHIER WORKING ENVIRONMENT 

ENERGY SAVINGS

FLEET KIT

PROTECT YOUR SERVICE PERSONNEL

Would you accept diesel and other harmful 

fumes being pumped into your office? Even 

the new cleaner burning engines emit harmful 

fumes other than soot. Would you accept 

headaches or nausea caused by your working 

environment? Tens of thousands of Americans 

suffer each year from asthma attacks, heart 

attacks, and respiratory problems associated 

Tailpipe Adapters

Wireless Remote Fan Controls

Hose Options

*Source: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

WARM CLIMATE

COLD CLIMATE

MODERATE CLIMATE

Undampered SystemsASCENT SYSTEM with Damper

$14,360 SAVED ON HEATING

$6,245 SAVED ON A/C

Incremental Energy Use Arising From Vehicle Exhaust System

$25,130 SAVED ON HEATING

 $2,060

 $4,739

 $8,293

 $8,305

 $19,099

 $33,423

TO VIEW CALCULATION DETAILS ON ENERGY SAVINGS, GO ONLINE TO: 
www.ascentsystemsinc.com
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with fine particles from diesel vehicles— often 

resulting in emergency room visits, hospitalizations, 

and lost work days. 
 

according to osha’s website, “Diesel  

exhaust is a pervasive airborne contaminant  

in workplaces where diesel-powered equip-

ment is used…more than one million workers 

are exposed to diesel exhaust and face the risk 

of adverse health effects, ranging from head-

aches and nausea to cancer and respiratory 

disease.  such workers include…auto, truck, 

and bus maintenance garage workers.” 
 

short-term effects*  Chest tightness, headaches, 
irritation of eyes/nose/throat, lightheadedness, 
allergic reactions, vomiting

long-term effects* “Diesel exhausts should be 
treated as a human carcinogen (cancer-causing 
substance)…several substances in diesel exhaust 
are known to cause cancer.” 
 

The most effective solution is to capture contami-

nants at the emission source with a source-capture 

emissions removal system. Make sure your fleet 

service facility has an effective and easy-to-use 

product to remove unhealthy exhaust fumes. Your 

personnel’s health directly affects your business’  

productivity and effectiveness.  
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Smaller Capacity Systems Available

Bus Facilities

Vocational Tech Facilities

Big Rig Fleets

Contact us at:
888-239-0054           sales@ascentsystemsinc.com      

www.ascentsystemsinc.com


